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At top left is a schematic representation of the hyperfine transitionof neutral atomic hydrogen.A transitionfrom
antiparallelnuclear and electronic spins
to parallel nuclear and electronic spins
is shown above the binary digit 1. So
far the message does not specify whether this is a unit of length (21 cm) or a
A Messagefrom Earth
unit of time [( 1420 Mhz) -1] T'his
fundamental transition of the most
Pioneer 10 is the first spacecraftthat position in the Galaxy, even in the abundantatom
in the Galaxy should be
will leave the solar system. Scheduled eventuality, which we consider highly readily
recognizableto the physicists of
for a launch no earlier than 27 Febru- unlikely, that such advanced societies other
civilizations.As a cross-check,we
ary 1972, its 630- to 790-day-long would be hostile. In addition we have have indicated the binary
equivalentof
flight will take it within two planetary alreadysent much more rapidlymoving the decimal
number 8 along the rightradii of Jupiter,where, in a momentum indications of our presence and locale: hand margin, between
two tote mUarks
exchange with the largest planet in the the artificial radio-frequency emission corresponding to the height
of the
solar system, the spacecraft will be ac- which we use for our own purposes on hv1manbeings shown. The Pioneer
10
celeratedout of the solar system with a Earth.
spacecraft is displayed behind the huresidual velocity at infinity of 11.5
Erosionalprocesses in the interstellar man beings and to the same scale. A
km/sec. The spacecraft is designed to environment are largely unknown, but society that intercepts the
spacecraft
examine interplanetary space between are very likely less efficientthan erosion will of course be able to measure its
the earth and Jupiter, perform prelimi- within the solar system, where a charac- dimensions and determinethat 8 by 21
nary reco-nnaissancein the asteroid teristic erosion rate, due mainly to cm corresponds to the characteristic
belt, and make the first close-up ob- micrometeoriticpitting, is of the order dimensionsof the spacecraft.
servations of Jupiter and its particles of 1 A/year. Thus a plate etched to a
With this first unit of space or time
and fields environment.
dept-h 10-2 cm should survive recog- specified we now consider the radial
It seemed to us appropriatethat this nizably at least to a distance 10
pattern at left center. This is in fact a
spacecraft,the first man-madeobject to and most probably to >> 100 pc. Ac- polar coordinate representationof the
leave the solar system, should carry cordingly, Pioneer 10 and any etched positions of some objects about some
some indication of the locale, epoch, mztal message aboard it are likely to origin, with this interpretationbeing a
and nature of its builders. We do not survive for much longer periods than probable,but not certain,initial hypothknow the likelihoodof the Galaxy being any of the works of man on Earth.
esis to scientists elsewhere. The two
filled with advancedtechnologicalsocieWith the support of the Pioneer most likely origins in an astronomical
ties capable of and interested in inter- Project OEce at NASA's Ames Re- interpretationwould be the home star of
ceUptingsuUcha spa-cecraft.It is clear, search Center in Mountain View, the launch civilization and the center
however, that such interception is a California, and of NASA Headquarters of the Galaxy. There are 15 lines
very long term proposition. With a re- in Washington, D.C., it was agreed to emanatingfrom the origin, correspondsidual interstellar velocity of 11.5 prepare a message on a 6- by 9-inch ing to 15 objects. Fourteen of these
km/ sec, the characteristic time for surface of 6061 T6 gold-anodized objects have a long binary number atPioneer 10 to travel 1 parsec (pc)aluminum plate, 50/1000 inch thick. tached, corresponding to a 10-digit
slightly less than the distance to the The mean depth of engraving is nvlmberin decimal notation. The large
nearest star is some 80,000 years. 15/1000 inch. The plate is mounted in
number of digits is the key that these
From-the simplest collision physics, it an exterior but largely protected posi- numbers indicate time intervals, not
follows that the mean time for such a tion on the antenna support struts, distances or some other quantity. A
spacecraftto come within 30 astronomi- behind the A1tC plasma experimental civilization at our level of technology
cal units (1 A.U.-1.5 X 1013 cm) of package, on the Pioneer 10 spacecraft. (as evinced from the Pioneer 10 spacea star is much longer than the age of
The question of the contents of such craft itself) will not know the distances
the Galaxy. Consequently there is a a message is not an easy one. The mes- to galactic objects usvful for directionnegligible chance that Pioneer 10 will sage finally agreed upon (Fig. 1) is in
finding to ten significant Sgures; and,
penetrate the planetary system of a our view an adequate but hardly ideal even if we did, the proper motion of
technologicallyadvanced society. But it solution to the problem.A time interval such objects within the Galaxy would
appearspossible that some civilizations of only 3 weeks existed between the render this degree of precision pointtechnologically much more advanced formulation of the idea of including less. There are no other conceivable
than ovtrshave the means of detecting a message on Pioneer 10, achieving quantities that we might know to ten
an object such as Pioneer 10 in inter- NASA concurrence, devising the messignificant figures for relatively distant
stellar space, distingllishing it from sage, and delivering the draft message cosmic objects. The numbers attached
otherobjects of co-mparablesize but not for engraving. We believe that any
to the 14 objects are therefore most
of artificial origin, and then intercept- stlch message will be constrained, to a
plausibly time intervals. From the unit
ing and acquiringthe spacecraft.
greater or lesser degree, by the limitaof time, the indicated time intervalsare
But if the interceptingcivilization is tions of human perceptual and logical
all
0.1 second. For what objects
not within the immediate solar neigh- processes. The message inadvertently might a civilization at our level of
borhood, the epoch of such an inter- contains anthropocentriccontent. Nevadvance know time periods 0.1 secceptioncan only be in the very distant erthelesswe feel that an advancedtechond to ten significantfigures?Pulsarsare
future.Accordingly, we cannot see any nical civilization would be able to
the obvious answer. Since pulsars are
conceivable danger in indicating our decipher it.
running down at largely known rates
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Table 1. The 14 selected pulsars.
Pulsar

Period (1970/1971 epoch)
(second)

Period (units of H
hyperfine transition)

0328
0525
053l
0823
0833
0950
1240
1451
1642
1727
1929
1933
2016
2217

7.145186424 X 10-1
3.745490800
3.312964500 X 10-5
5.306595990 X 10-1
8.921874790 X 10-$>
2.530650432 X 10-1
3.880000000 X 10-1
2.633767640 X 10-1
3.876887790 X 10-1
8.296830000 X 10-1
2.265170380 X 1()-1
3.587354200 X 10-1
5.579533900 X 10-l
5.384673780 X 10-1

1.014906390 X 109
5 320116676 X 109
4.705753832 X 107
7.537519468 X 108
1.267268227 X 108
3.594550429 X 108
5.511174318 X 108
3.741018705 X 1Os
5.506753717 X 108
1.178486506 X 109
3.217461037 X 108
5.095498540 X 108
7.925202045 X 108
7.648421610 X 1Os

.

they ean be used as galaetie eloeks for
time intervals of hundreds of millions
of years. The radial pattern therefore
must indicate the positions (obtained
by us from the observed dispersion
measures) and periods at the launch
epoch of 14 pulsars,plus one additi-onal
object which is the most distant.
The problem thus reduces to searching the astronomical records to Snd a
loeale and epoeh within the galaxy at
whieh 14 pulsars were in evidenee with
the denoted periods and relative eoordinates.-Beeause the message is so
overspeeified, and beeause the pulsar
periods are given to such precision, we
believe that this is not an extremely
diffieult eom-putertask even with time
intervals >> lOg years between launeh
and reeovery. The pulsars utilized, with
their periods in seeonds and in units of
the hydrogen hyperfine transition, are
indieated in Table l. The hyperfineperiod of (1.420405752 X lOS sec-1)-lS
a fraetion of a nanosecond, is just
small enough so that all the known
digits of the pulsar periods ean just be
written to the left of the decimal point.
Accordingly deeimals and fraetions are
entirely avoided with no loss of aeeuracy and without many noninformative
digits. The presenee of severai eonseeutive terminal zeros (Table l), particularly in pulsars 1240 and 1727, imply
that, for these two pulsars, we have
given a precision greater than we ncsw
have. The problem of whieh snd of a
number is the most signifieant digit is
expressed automatieally in this formulation, sinee all binary numbers start
with a l but end in a l or a 0. The
binary notation, in addition to being
the simplest is seleeted in order to
produee a message that ean suSer
eonsiderable erosion and still be readable. In prineipleSthe reader only need
determinethat there were two varieties

of symbols present, and the spacings
alone will lead to a correc-treconstruction of the number.
T-hose radial lines for which the
earth-pulsardistance is not accurately
known are shown with breaks.All three
spatial coordinates of the pulsars are
indicated. The ( r, 0 ) coordinates are
given in the usual polar projection.The
tick marks near the ends of the radial
lines give the z coordinatenormalto the
galactic plane, with the distances measured froimthe far end of the line. The
recons-tructionof pulsariperiodswill indicate that the origin of (r, S) coordinates is not the center of the Galaxy.
Accordingly the long line extending to
the right, behind the human beings, and
which is not accompanied by a pulsar
period, should be identifiableas the distance to the galactic center. Since the
tick mark of this line is precisely at its
end, this should simultaneouslyconfirm
that the ticks denote the galactic z coordinate, and that the longest line represents the distancefrom the launchplanet
to the galactic center. The tick marks
were intended to beiasymmetric about
the radialdistancelines in order to give
the sign of the galactic latitude or z
coordinate. In the execution of the
message this convention was inadvertently brealched.But the sign of the z
coordinate should be easily deducible
without this aid. There is an initial ambiguity about whether the (r, S) presentation is from the North or South Galactic PoleSbut this ambiguitywould be
resolved as soon as even one pulsar was
identified.
The 14 pulsars denoted have been
chosen to include the shortest period
pulsars which give the greatest longevity and the greatest luminosity; they
are, there1:ore,the pulsars of greatest
use in this problem where interception
of the message occurs only in the far

future. They are also selected to be distributedas evenly as possible in galactic
longitude. Incltlded are both pulsars
in the vicinity of the Crab Nebula; the
second (PSR 0525) has the longest
known period. Fourteen pulsars were
included to provide redundancy for
any position and time solutions, but
also to allow for the good possibility
that pulsar emission is highly beamed
and that not all pulsars are visible at
all view angles. We expect that some
of the [4 would be observablefrom all
locales. In addition a very advanced
civilization might have information on
astronomy from other locales in the
Galaxy. If the spacecraft is intercepted
after only a few tens of millions of
years (having traveled several hundred
parsecs), all 14 pulsars may still be
detectable.
The reconstructionof the epoch in
which the message was devised should
be performableto high precision: With
14 periods, almost all of which are accurateto nine significantfigtlresin decimal equivalent, a society which has
detailed records of past pulsar behavior
should be able to reconstructthe epoch
of launch to the equivalent of the year
1971. I-f past records of pulsar
4'glitches"(discontinuitiesin the period)
are not kept or reconstructablefrom
the physics it should still be possible
to reconstructthe epoch to the nearest
century or millennium.
Fortuitously, two of the pulsars are
very near Earth. If either is correctly
identifiedf it can be used to -place
the position of our solar system in the
galasy to approximately20 pc, thereby
specifying our location to approximately l in 103 stars.
To specify our position to greater
accuracy,we have included a schematic
solar system at the bottom of the
diagram. Because of the limited plate
dimensions, the solar system was engraved with the planets not in the solar
equatorialplane. {If this were an accurate representationof- our solar system
it would identify it very well indeed!)
Relative distancesof the plarzetsare indicated in binary notation a-boveor be
lcoweach planet. The serifs on the binary ;'ones are presentedto stress that
the units are diSerentfrcymthose of pulsar lengt,hand period.The numbersrepresent the semimajoraxes of the planetary orbits in units of one-tenth the
semimajoraxis of the orbit of Mercury,
or 0.0387 A.U., approximately.There is
no way for this unit of length to be deciphered in the message, but the sc-hematic sizes and relativedistances - given
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to three significant figures in decimal
equivalent of the planets in our solar
system, as well as the schematic representation of the rings of Saturn seen
edge-on, should easily distingllish ollt
solar system from the fe,w thousand
nearest stars if they have been surveyed
once. Also indicated is a schematic trajectory of the Pioneer 10 spacecraft,
passing by Jupiter and leaving the solar
system. Its antenna is sholwn pointing
approximatelyback at Earth.The erosscorrelation between this stage of solar
system-exploration and the instrumentation and electronicsof the Pioneer 10
spacecraftitself should specify the level
of contemporary human technology
with some precision.
The message is completed by a representation at right of a man and
woman drawn to scale before a schematig Pioneer 10 spacecraft. The absolute dimensions of the human beings
are specified in two ways: by comparison with the Pioneer 10 spacecraft and
in units of the wavelengthof the hyper-

l--*Xt

ItIt-Itt

It

It--

fine transitionof hydrogen,as deseribed
above. It is not elear how much evolutionary or anthropologicalinformation
can be dedllced from such a sketch
drawing. Ten fingers and ten toes may
provide a elue to man's arborealancestry, and the fact that the distance of
Mercury from the sun is given as 10
units may be a clue to the development
of eounting. It seems likely, if the interceptor society has not had previous
eontact with organismssimilarto human
beings, that many of the body characteristics shown will prove deeply mysterious. We rejected many alternative
representationsof hllman beings for a
variety of reasons; for example, we do
not show them holding hands lest one
rather than two organismsbe deduced.
With a set of human representationsto
this degree of detail, it was not possible to avoid some racial stereotypes,
bllt we hope that this man and woman
will be considered representativeof all
of mankind.A raised outstretchedright
hand has been indieatedas a "universal"

symbolof good will in many humanwritings; we doubt any literal universalitys
but includedit for want of a better symbol. It has at least the advantage of
displaying an opposable thumb.
Among the large number of alternative message contents considered and
rejected were radioactive time markers
(rejected becatlse of interference with
the Pioneer radiation detectors), star
map position indicators ( rejected because of stellar proper motions and
serious data-handlingproblems in decoding), and sclhematicrepresentations
of the vascular,neurological,or mllscular apparatusof human beings or some
indication of the number of cortical
nellral connections (rejected because of
the ambigllity of the envisioned representations).It is neverthelessclear that
the message can be improvedupon; and
we hope that fllture spacecraftlaunched
beyond the solar system will carry such
improved messages.
This message then is a first attempt
to speeify our position in the Galaxy?
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Fig. 1. The engraved aluminum plate carriedaboard Pioneer 10. It contains information on the position, epoch, and nature of the
spacecraft.
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Til.lS2
Abstract
(0.1
Lithium
<x 0.3)
titanium
whose
sulzfides}
prop- LiXTi1l55 (0.1 < x 0.3), becomesuper-

z)
3.42withA, c z 3/4;
11.42xTif2)
A, andin
tw-o
2b molewith

Note
our epoch and somethingof our nature.
We do not know if the message will- 1. We thank the Pioneer Project Office at Ames
Research Center, especiatly Charles Hall, the
ever be found or decoded; but its incluProgram Manager, and Theodore Webber, andofficials at NASA Headquarters, particularly
sion on the Pioneer 10 spacecraftseems
John Naugle, Ishtiaq Rasools and Henry JJ
to us a hopeful symbol of a vigorous
Smithfi for supporting a small project involving rather longer time scales than govern
civilization on Earth.
ment agencies usualty plan for. The inidai
CARLSAGAN suggestion to include some message aboard
10 was made by Eric Burgess and
LINDASALZMAN
SAGAN Pioneer
Richard Hoagland. A redrawing of the initial
Lsboratoryfor PlanetaryStudies,
message for engraving was made by Owen
Finstad; the message was engraved by Carl
Cornell University}
Ray. We are grateful to A. G. W. Cameron
Ithaca) New York 14850
for reviewing this message and for suggesting
serifs on the solar system distance indicaFRANKDRAKE the
tors; and to J. Berger and J. R. Houck fot
NationaZA3tronomy and Ionosphere
assis$ance in computer programming.
Center Cornell University
4 February 1972
|

fide, TiS2, crystallizes with the CdI2
structure.Even though it is possible to
bring about a continuous change from
a NiAs structure to a CdI2 structure,
titanium sulfides with bhe composiation
Ti1+S2 (0.1 <X0.5)
have a different hexagonal structure (2 ) . They
belong to s ?ace group P63ms with a
cules per unit cell. The atoms are in
the following positions: 2Ti(l) in special positions 2b (1/3, 2M3, Z; Y3, /3, 1/2 +

zO;
2S(1) in-2b with Z3/8;
and
2S(2) in the special positions 2a (O,O,z;
% % 9/2 + Z) with z_ 1/8.Th-eS atoms
in Ti1+S2 are in altternatehexagonal
an;dcubIc clow-packing,iwhereas in both
Superconductivity of Double Chalcogenides: LixTil.lS2
TiS and TiS2 they are all hexagonal
close packed The Ti atoms occupy the
octahedral sites in the closewpacked
conducting over the temperuturerange from 10° to 13°K. They-have the hexs- array of the S atoms, in such a way
gonal TiE,S,structure and should not be considered intercalatiorzcompoands that they form alternate completely
This is the first class of noncubic compounds with high transition tempieratures filled and partly occupied sheets of
metal atoms. The limiting composition
We here report the discovery of intensities is given in Table 1 for xis TiaS4,because the partly filled sheets
new superconducting compounds Li$- 0.3.
can only be half filled. The S o&tahedMany dif3erent phases exist in the rons aroundthe atomsforming the filled
erties are quite remarkableo After TiS ph.asediagram,each one having a sheets share faces, perpendicularto the
annealing-at 600°lc these compounds large homogeneityrange (1). Titanium c axis, with the octahedronsof the parexhibit superconductingtransitioh tem- monosulfide, TiS, can crystallize with tially filled sheets.There are two crystalperatures very much higher than .those -the NiAs structure, whereas the disul lographically independent S atomEsin
that have been reportedin sulfides. A1the structure. They have different enthough none of the binary compounds
virionments:S(1) is at the center of a
of the c-onstituentss
Li-S, Li-Ti, or Ti-S, Table 1. Crystal data for- Lio.3Ti1lS2 (hexa- trigonal prism of Ti atoms, whereas
becomes superconducting above 1°K, . gonal structure, a = 3.439 F 0.003 A, c =
S(2) is aitthe center of the actahedron
11.511 + 0.009 A); d, interplanar spacing;
the new ternary compounds do so over strong,
s; medium, m; weak, w; very weakS The compounds LiSTilzS2 with 0.1 <
the temperature range from 10° to YW;very very weak, vvw.
x c 0.3 crystallize with this structure.
13°K with ';onset"temperaturesas high
They do so because the ratio of metal
dcal r
hkl
dob9
as 15 °K. The new compounds are Inten(A)
(A)
to S is within the limit of existence for
sity
also noteworthy iin that such high
the sulEde Ti1+S2 with 0.1 < x '- 0.5
002
5.756
5.772
transition temperatures are achieved m
and also because the eSective radii of
100
2.978
2.961
for the first time in a hexagonal rather
2.883
Lifand Ti are nearly the same. It is not
11°0°14}
2.887
2.878
w-m
than cubic structure. It is also impossible
on the basis of the x-ray data
2.645
102
2.642
portant to point out that the comavailableat present,to determinewhich
2.353
103
2.351
pounds with the composition LiwTil,lE;2 m-s
2.069
104
octahedralsites are occupied by the Li
2.070
are very unstable between 77 °K and
l.919
006
1.906
attoms.Neither before nor after anneal1.825
1.821
about 600°K.
ing at 600°C did we find any evidence
1.719
1.717
When held for even a few hours
of superlatticereflectionscorresponding
112
1.646
1.648
at room temperature, the transi
to a multiple a axis thereforethe metal
106
1.613
1.615
tion temperaturedrops a few degrees
201
1.480
1.477
atoms and tfihevlacancies are not orand the compounds no longer sh,ow a
2Q2
1.441
1.442
dered in the half-filled layers. This disw-m
203
1.388
1.387
bulk effect. Subsequentannealingshoworder has also been reported for the
204
1.324
1.323
ever completely restores the supercontitanium sul;des which have the same
116
1.280
1.279
ductivity as a bulk effect at the high
structure (2) whereas complete order
205
1.250
1.250
transition temperatures mentioned
206
1.176
1.175
has been shown to the exist for the
212
1.105
Tabove.These compounds can be pre1.105
isostructural CrSSa (3 ) . Although we
m
213
1.Q80
1.080
pared by melting together the approhave
not refined the structure of any
214
1.048
1.048
priate amounts of Li metal and tita-,
of the LiZTil.1S2compounds we can
215
1.011
1.011
nium sulfide, Til,lS2 having the CdIS
estim,ate the metal-metal separation
300
0.993
0.993
structure.The double sulfidesLi2Ti.lSS
216
971
s971
across the shared octahedralface to be
220
.859
(0.1 < xCO.3) have the hexagonal
.860
approximately2.88 A for x = 0.3. The
312
.818
.818
Ti3S structure. A comparison of the
Ti-Ti distance in Ti metal is 2.9() A;
313
.808
.808
interplanar spacings and the observed
therefore some strong metal-metal
w
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